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Abstract
Clinical criteria for genetic testing of genes other than BRCA1/2 in epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) still do not exist. We
assessed the frequency and predictors of deleterious mutations in 19 cancer predisposition genes in high-grade serous
ovarian cancer (HGSOC) in Serbia. Next-generation sequencing was used to identify germline mutations in the whole
coding regions of a gene panel. Patients’ characteristics and sequencing data were summarized with descriptive statistics and
compared using chi-square test. Among 131 HGSOC patients, 23 had BRCA1 (17.6%) while 5 had BRCA2 (3.8%) mutation.
In addition, 9 (6.9%) pathogenic mutations were detected in other genes including BRIP1 (n= 2;1.5%), CHEK2 (n=
2;1.5%), NBN (n= 3;2.3%) and RAD51C (n= 2;1.5%). Factors that predicted for BRCA1/2 mutations were: breast and
ovarian cancers in the same patient (p= 0.031), young age of EOC (p= 0.029), menstrual status (p= 0.004) and family
history of cancer (p < 0.0001). However, these factors did not predict for mutations in other cancer susceptibility genes.
Applying established referral criteria for genetic testing in Serbia will help identify BRCA1/2 mutation carriers but will not
help identify mutations in other cancer susceptibility genes. Until better predictors emerge we should be performing wider
genetic testing of EOC in order to identify all mutation carriers.

Introduction

Ovarian cancer is the fifth most common cause of cancer-
related deaths even though it accounts for only 3 percent of
cancers in women [1, 2]. Approximately 15% of patients are

presented with disease confined to the ovaries with 5-year
survival being more than 90% after the surgery. A 5-year
survival among patients with advanced disease (FIGO stage
III–IV) is <30% [3]. The most frequent type of ovarian
cancer is epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) (85–95%) [1] with
four main histological types: serous, endometrioid, muci-
nous and clear cell. Almost 70% of all epithelial tumors are
aggressive high-grade serous carcinomas and present in
advanced stages [4].

EOC is predominantly a disease of postmenopausal
women and occurs usually after the age of 50 [5]. The vast
majority of newly diagnosed ovarian cancers in Serbia,
Vojvodina and South Great Plain, Hungary are patients with
advanced disease stages, epithelial serous subtype, mostly
found in women over 50 years [6]. One of the major risk
factors for OC is family history and associated genetic
syndromes that may indicate hereditary predisposition.
About 23% of OCs have been related to hereditary condi-
tions, and in about 65-85% of those cases the genetic
change is pathogenic germline mutation in BRCA1/2 genes
[7, 8]. However, more than 15% of hereditary OCs are
derived from genetic conditions unrelated to BRCA genes
[8]. It has been shown that additional mutations have been
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distributed in a larger number of other tumor suppressor
genes such as RAD51C, RAD51D, BRIP1, CHEK2, NBN,
ATM… [4, 8, 9].

Family history is still used as the main criterion in
the models for calculation of BRCA1/2 carrier probability
[10–12]. In many European countries, referral for genetic
counseling and subsequent germline DNA testing is mainly
based on the age of EOC diagnosis and family history.
However, wider testing unrelated to these criteria in recent
years showed that restricting testing to cases with a family
history of breast or ovarian cancer results in 8-54% of
mutation carriers being undetected [8, 13–15]. However,
criteria for testing other, lower penetrance genes still do not
exist since predictive factors have not yet been identified
and clinical utility for most of these genes is still being
evaluated.

In this study, we determined the frequencies of mutations
in the panel of 19 cancer predisposition genes recom-
mended by National Comprehensive Cancer Network
(NCCN) in Serbian EOC patients [16]. Our goals were to
better understand the contribution of inherited mutations in
high- and moderate- penetrance genes in EOC in Serbia,
and to evaluate any factors that predict for mutations in
these genes. The aim was also to reevaluate the existing
selection criteria for genetic testing in Serbia and to define a
population specific subpanel that should be offered to
patients with EOC in this Slavic population.

Methods

Patients: All 131 women diagnosed with EOC with the
referral for genetic counseling at the Institute for Oncology
and Radiology of Serbia (IORS) between May 2016 and
May 2018, were included in this study. Personal and family
cancer histories were obtained during pre-test genetic
counseling. Clinical and pathologic data were abstracted
from patients’ medical records. Besides the patients with
EOC and no previous medical history of other cancers,
women with bilateral disease and those with both breast and
ovarian cancers were also included in the study with the aim
to investigate the mutational spectra in these types of EOC
as well. All patients consented for clinical research and
signed informed consent for genetic testing approved by the
Ethics Committee of the IORS.

NGS assay: DNA was extracted from whole blood on
ABI PrismTM 6100 Nucleic Acid PrepStation using Blood-
Prep Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. The coding sequences
and exon/intron boundaries were enriched using Nextera
DNA Library Preparation Kit in combination with Tru-
Sight® Cancer Panel (Illumina, San Diego, USA). Next-
generation sequencing (NGS) was performed on Illumina

MiSeq Sequencing System (Illumina) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. All clinically actionable mutations
identified by NGS, as well as regions that did not meet our
NGS quality metrics (minimum of 50x coverage per
region), were independently sequenced and confirmed with
site-specific Sanger sequencing. Secondary data analysis
and base calling were performed by MiSeq Reporter Soft-
ware 2.5.1 (Illumina). VCF v4.1 files generated during
secondary analysis of sequencing data were imported into
Illumina Variant Studio software for variant annotation and
filtering.

Variant annotation: Online databases were used in order
to evaluate functional significance of genetic variations:
population databases (Exome Aggregation Consortium-
ExAC, The Genome Aggregation Database and dbSNP),
disease and locus-specific databases (ClinVar, Human Gene
Mutation Database-HGMD, Leiden Open Variation
Database-LOVD and BRCA Share) and sequence databases
(RefSeqGene, NCBI Genome and Locus Reference Geno-
mic-LRG). Literature search using Google scholar was also
performed. In silico tools: SIFT, Polyphen2 and Align
GVGD were used as a source of supporting evidence for
variant annotation. Human Splice Finder 3.0 was used to
identify splice-site variants most likely to affect gene spli-
cing. To confirm and visually inspect the presence of dele-
terious variants we used Integrative Genomic Viewer (IGV).

Nonsense mutations, frameshift indels and splice-site
mutations were defined as deleterious in case those were
predicted to result in protein truncation. Missense variations
were carefully analyzed for correct classification using
ACMG and AMP guidelines [17]. 28 different criteria
including population data, computational and predictive
data, functional data, segregation data and allelic data were
evaluated for every missense mutation. The accumulated
criteria were than compared to rule classifications table and
some of the missense mutations were further classified as
deleterious (Appendix Table A1). In case there was insuf-
ficient evidence for classification, missense variations were
classified as variants of uncertain significance VUS [17]
(Appendix Table A2).

Statistics: Patients’ characteristics and sequencing data
were summarized with descriptive statistics including
medians, means and standard deviations for continuous
data. 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated for
proportions, clinical and pathologic characteristics were
compared using chi-square test (χ2) and p values < 0.05
were considered significant.

Results

This study included 131 women with EOC who were sent to
Genetic Counseling Service and Laboratory for Molecular
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Genetics at IORS for genetic counseling and genetic testing.
4 women had bilateral ovarian cancer while 9 had both
ovarian and breast cancers. None of the patients were of
Ashkenazi descent. Clinical and tumor pathologic features
for patients are provided in Table 1. Blood samples were
taken and DNA was successfully isolated and analyzed for
the presence of genetic variations in the panel of 19 genes
(BRCA1, BRCA2, ATM, BRIP1, CDH1, CHEK2, MSH2,
MLH1, MSH6, PMS2, EPCAM, NBN, NF1, PALB2, PTEN,
RAD51C, RAD51D, STK11 and TP53) (Table 2). The mean
age of OC diagnosis was 54.8 years (range, 22–76 years).
All women had high-grade serous ovarian cancer (HGSOC)
and the majority had stage III or IV of disease (93.1%). In
all, 20.6% of patients presented with distant metastasis that
included liver, lung, breast and skin. Further, 19.1% of
patients reported having at least one first or second-degree
relative diagnosed with breast or ovarian cancer, while

13.7% had at least one relative diagnosed with breast or
ovarian cancer before the age of 50.

Among 131 HGSOC patients, 37 (28.2%) deleterious
mutations in cancer predisposition genes were identified
overall. 28 (21.4%) women had germline BRCA1/2 muta-
tion, 23 in BRCA1 and 5 in BRCA2. In addition, 9 (6.9%)
deleterious germline mutations were detected in non-
BRCA1/2 predisposition genes including BRIP1 (n= 2;
1.5%), CHEK2 (n= 2; 1.5%), NBN (n= 3; 2.3%) and
RAD51C (n= 2; 1.5%) (Table 2). One NBN deleterious
mutation was identified in a woman who was also a carrier
of CHEK2 mutation. In addition, one patient had deleterious
mutations in both BRCA1 and NBN genes. No deleterious
mutations were detected in ATM, CDH1, MSH2, MLH1,
MSH6, PMS2, EPCAM, NF1, PALB2, PTEN, RAD51D,
STK11 and TP53. Specific deleterious mutations identified
and associated patients’ characteristics are provided in
Appendix Table A1. Frameshift mutation c.4356delA
(p.Ala1453GlnTer3) in BRCA1 was previously reported for
the first time by our group in two unrelated ovarian cancer
patients from Serbia and Slovenia [18].

Besides deleterious mutations, 18 (13.7%) variants of
uncertain significance (VUS) were also detected. The most
frequent ones were in ATM (n= 4) and PALB2 (n= 3).
Two VUS were detected in BRCA2, BRIP1, PMS2, MLH1
and NBN while one of each was detected in CHEK2, MSH2
and RAD51D. Only one patient with VUS in PALB2 also
had a deleterious mutation in BRCA1. VUS identified are
listed in Appendix Table A2.

The prevalence of BRCA1 deleterious mutations was
highest among patients who were diagnosed with OC before
the age of 45. The number of mutations decreased with age
with a frequency of 38.4%, 16.4 and 8% for women
diagnosed at age ≤ 45 years, 46 to 60 years and older than
60 years, respectively (Table 3, Fig. 1). BRCA2 mutations
were the most prevalent in the patients who were diagnosed
with OC in the age range from 46 to 60 years (7.3%). The
frequency of mutations in genes other than BRCA1 and
BRCA2 for the patients older than 45 ranged from 1.8 to
6%, while no deleterious mutations in other genes were
detected in patients diagnosed with OC under the age of 45
(Table 3, Fig. 1). Among patients who had OC before the
age of 45 the only mutations that we found were in BRCA1
gene (Fig. 1).

Association between mutation carrier status and family
history of breast and ovarian cancers was evaluated. 12
BRCA1 mutations (11.3%) were detected in patients who
had no family history of breast or ovarian cancers (n= 106)
while 11 (44%) mutations were detected among those who
had family history of these cancers (n= 25). A total of 5
patients had only ovarian cancers in their families, 4 had
only breast cancers and 2 mutations were detected in
patients who had both breast and ovarian cancers in their

Table 1 Clinical and tumor characteristics in the study cohort
(n= 131)

Characteristics No. (%)

Disease

Ovarian cancer 118 90.1

Bilateral ovarian cancer 4 3.0

Ovarian and breast cancer 9 6.9

Age at diagnosis, years

Mean ± SD 54.8 ± 10.9

Median 56

Range 22–76

≤45 26 19.8

46–60 62 47.3

≥60 43 32.9

Menstrual status

Premenopausal 32 24.4

Postmenopausal 99 75.6

Stage

Stage III/IV 122 93.1

Other 9 6.9

Metastasis

Distant metastasis 27 20.6

No distant metastasis 104 79.4

First/second-degree relative with any cancer

Yes 27 20.6

No 104 79.4

First/second-degree relative with breast or ovarian cancer

Yes 25 19.1

No 106 80.9

First/second-degree relative < 50 years with breast or ovarian cancer

Yes 18 13.7

No 113 86.3
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Table 2 Genetic variants identified in 131 HGSOC patients in the panel of 19 genes and cancer risks associated with these genes

Cancer susceptibility
gene

Germline variants identified OC risk or inclusion criteria

No. % (95% CI)

Ovarian

BRCA1

Deleterious mutation 23 17.6 (11.5–25.2) OC: 44% (95%CI, 36–53) [42]

VUS 0 0.0

BRCA2

Deleterious mutation 5 3.8 (1.3–8.7) OC: 17% (95%CI, 11–25) [42]

VUS 2 1.5 (0.2–5.4)

BRIP1

Deleterious mutation 2 1.5 (0.2–5.4) OC RR: 11.2 (95%CI, 3.22–34.10; p < 0.001) [9]

VUS 2 1.5 OC CR: 5.8% (95%CI, 3.6–9.1) [9]

RAD51C

Deleterious mutation 2 1.5 (0.2–5.4) OC RR 5.88 (95%CI, 2.91–11.88; p < 0.001) [31]

VUS 0 0.0

RAD51D

Deleterious mutation 0 0.0 (0.0–4.2) OC RR 6.30 (95%CI, 2.86–13.85; p < 0.011) [43]

VUS 1 0.8

MSH2

Deleterious mutation 0 0.0 Lynch syndrome (up to 60%) [44]

VUS 1 0.8 (0.0–4.2)

MLH1

Deleterious mutation 0 0.0 Lynch syndrome (up to 60%) [44]

VUS 2 1.5 (0.2–5.4)

MSH6

Deleterious mutation 0 0.0 Lynch syndrome (up to 60%) [44]

VUS 0 0.0

PMS2

Deleterious mutation 0 0.0 Lynch syndrome (up to 60%) [44]

VUS 2 1.5 (0.2–5.4)

EPCAM

Deleterious mutation 0 0.0 Lynch syndrome (up to 60%) [44]

VUS 0 0.0

STK11

Deleterious mutation 0 0.0 Peutz-Jeghers syndrome

VUS 0 0.0 Elevated risk for non-epithelial OC [45]

Other

ATM

Deleterious mutation 0 0.0 Breast cancer

VUS 4 3.1 (0.8–7.6)

CDH1

Deleterious mutation 0 0.0 Lobular breast cancer

VUS 0 0.0

CHEK2

Deleterious mutation
VUS

2 1 1.5 0.8 (0.2–5.4) (0.0–4.2) Breast cancer (1100delC)

VUS Conflicting data and insufficient evidence for OC

NBN
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families. Of 5 BRCA2 mutations, only one was detected in a
patient who had breast cancer in her family. Other dele-
terious mutations in BRIP1, CHEK2, NBN and RAD51C
were found only in cases with no family history (Table 4,
Fig. 1).

Table 5 shows clinical and pathologic predictors of
germline mutations in BRCA1/2 and other cancer predis-
position genes detected in our cohort. Factors that sig-
nificantly predicted for BRCA1/2 mutations were the
existence of both breast and ovarian cancers in the same
patient (p= 0.031), age of OC diagnosis (p= 0.029),
menstrual status (p= 0.004) and family history of cancer
(p= 0.002). The most significant association was between
BRCA1/2 mutations and family history of breast or ovarian
cancers diagnosed < 50 years among first/second-degree

relatives (p < 0.0001). When other genes were analyzed as a
single group, no factors predicted for deleterious mutations.

Discussion

Identification of mutation status in epithelial ovarian cancer
(EOC) has both prognostic and predictive importance. It
was shown that BRCA1/2 mutation carriers with EOC have
longer progression-free (PFS) and overall survival (OS)
compared to non-carriers [19, 20]. The identification of
mutations in OC associated genes may guide treatment
decisions since some of the mutations may be strong pre-
dictors of response rate, PFS and OS for some therapies
[21]. BRCA1/2 mutation carriers have higher sensitivity

Table 2 (continued)

Cancer susceptibility
gene

Germline variants identified OC risk or inclusion criteria

No. % (95% CI)

Deleterious mutation 3 2.3 (0.5–6.5) Nijmegen breakage syndrome

VUS 2 1.5 (0.2–5.4) Breast cancer (657del5) Unknown or insufficient
evidence for OC

NF1

Deleterious mutation 0 0.0 Breast cancer

VUS 0 0.0

PALB2

Deleterious mutation 0 0.0 (0.5–6.5) Breast cancer

VUS 3 2.3 Low confidence for association with OC [25]

PTEN

Deleterious mutation 0 0.0 Breast cancer

VUS 0 0.0 Cowden syndrome

TP53

Deleterious mutation 0 0.0 Breast cancer

VUS 0 0.0 Li-Fraumeni syndrome [46]

CI confidence interval, OC ovarian cancer, VUS variant of uncertain significance, RR relative risk, CR cumulative risk

Table 3 Frequency of
deleterious mutations by age at
ovarian cancer diagnosis

Patients ≤ 45 years of
age, n= 26

Patients 46–60 years of
age, n= 55

Patients ≥ 60 years of
age, n= 50

Genes No. %(95% CI) No. %(95% CI) No. %(95% CI)

Any deleterious mutation1 10 38.4 (20.2–59.4) 15 27.3 (16.1–41.0) 12 24.0 (13.1–38.2)

BRCA1a 10 38.4 (20.2–59.4) 9 16.4 (7.8–28.8) 4 8.0 (2.2–19.2)

BRCA2 0 0.0 (0.0–13.2) 4 7.3 (2.0–17.6) 1 2.0 (0.1–10.6)

BRIP1 0 0.0 (0.0–13.2) 0 0.0 (0.0–6.5) 2 4.0 (0.5–13.7)

CHEK2a 0 0.0 (0.0–13.2) 1 1.8 (0.0–9.7) 1 2.0 (0.1–10.6)

NBNa 0 0.0 (0.0–13.2) 0 0.0 (0.0–6.5) 3 6.0 (1.3–16.5)

RAD51C 0 0.0 (0.0–13.2) 1 1.8 (0.0–9.7) 1 2.0 (0.1–10.6)

aOne patient diagnosed in the ≥ 60 years old group had deleterious mutations in both CHEK2 and NBN
genes. Another patient diagnosed in the ≥ 60 years old group had deleterious mutations in both BRCA1 and
NBN genes
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both to platinum chemotherapy [22] and poly (ADP-ribose)
polymerase (PARP) inhibitors [23, 24].

Most of the European countries still struggle to define
adequate criteria for genetic testing of EOC. There is also a
difficulty in defining specific gene panel for EOC that will
enable balancing clinical utility with cost effectiveness of
genetic testing. In that manner, analysis of frequency of
deleterious mutations within relevant predisposition genes
correlated with specific patients’ characteristics may have
significant contribution. Thus, we aimed to identify pre-
dictors for deleterious mutations, to narrow down the cri-
teria for genetic testing and to define gene panel that should
be offered for genetic testing of EOC in Serbia. This is the

first study reporting germline sequence variations in
BRCA1/2 and other cancer predisposition genes in high-
grade serous ovarian cancer (HGSOC) patients from Serbia.
We found that 21.4% of HGSOC patients had germline
BRCA1/2 deleterious mutations and an additional 6.9% had
a mutation in other cancer predisposition genes. In total,
28.2% of patients had a deleterious mutation in at least one
of the cancer predisposition genes. The overall frequency of
germline BRCA1/2 mutations in OC considerably differs
between previously published data. The reason for this
discrepancy probably lies within the differences between
genetic structures of the investigated populations, inclusion
criteria or different technologies used for genetic analyses.

Fig. 1 (Title) Frequency of
deleterious mutations in
HGSOC patients in Serbia.
(Legend) Dx age at diagnosis,
FH family history, HGSOC
high-grade serous ovarian
cancer

Table 4 Frequency of
deleterious mutations by family
history

Carrier status BRCA1
No. (%)

BRCA2
No. (%)

BRIP1 No.
(%)

CHEK2
No. (%)

NBN No. (%) RAD51C
No. (%)

No
family

History Carrier 12a (11.3) 4 (3.8) 2 (1.9) 2a (1.9) 3a (2.8) 2 (1.9)

n= 106 Noncarrier 94 (88.7) 102 (96.2) 104 (98.1) 104 (98.1) 103 (97.2) 104 (98.1)

With
family
history

Carrier 11 (44.0) 1 (4.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

n= 25 Noncarrier 14 (56.0) 24 (96.0) 25 (100) 25 (100) 25 (100) 25 (100)

EOC FH Carrier 5 (71.4) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

n= 7 Noncarrier 2 (28.6) 7 (100) 7 (100) 7 (100) 7 (100) 7 (100)

BC FH Carrier 4 (28.6) 1 (7.1) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

n= 14 Noncarrier 10 (71.4) 13 (92.9) 14 (100) 14 (100) 14 (100) 14 (100)

EOC/
BC

Carrier 2 (50.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

FH
n= 4

Noncarrier 2 (50.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

EOC epithelial ovarian cancer, FH family history, BC breast cancer
aOne patient had mutations in both CHEK2 and NBN genes; One patient had mutations in both BRCA1 and
NBN genes
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Taken together, data shows that germline BRCA1/2 muta-
tions are found in 10-15% of women with EOC unselected
for other criteria [5, 25]. The results of our study are in
accordance with those who reported that, for the patients

with HGSOC, BRCA1/2 mutation frequency rises up to
even 22% [26, 27].

Mutations in other cancer susceptibility genes such as
RAD51C, RAD51D and BRIP1, account for additional 2.5%

Table 5 Clinical and pathologic predictors of germline mutations in BRCA1/2 and other cancer predisposing genes in HGSOC

Characteristics No mutation (n= 96) BRCA1/2 mutation
(n= 28)

Other gene
mutation
(n= 9a)

P value

No. % No. % No. % BRCA1/2 mutation
vs. No mutation

Other gene
mutation vs. No
mutation

Patients characteristics

Disease

Ovarian cancer 89 92.7 22 78.6 91 100.0

Bilateral ovarian cancer 3 3.1 1 3.6 0 0.0

Ovarian and breast cancer 4 4.2 5 17.8 0 0.0 0.031* 0.401

Age at diagnosis, years

Mean ± SD 55.9 ± 10.8 49.7 ± 10.0 61.7 ± 8.8

Median 58 49 63

Range 22–76 30-69 47-74

≤45 16 16.6 10 35.7 0 0.0 0.029* 0.183

46–60 40 41.7 13 46.4 2 22.2

≥60 40 41.7 5 17.9 7 77.8

Menstrual status

Premenopausal 19 19.8 13 46.4 0 0.0 0.004* 0.140

Postmenopausal 77 80.2 15 53.6 9 100.0

Stage

Stage III/IV 87 90.6 28 100.0 9 100.0 0.092 0.336

Other 9 9.4 0 0.0 0 0.0

Tumor characteristics

Metastasis

Distant metastasis 17 17.7 6 21.4 4 44.4 0.656 0.055

No distant metastasis 79 82.3 22 78.6 5 55.6

Family history of cancer

First/second-degree relative with
any cancer

Yes 15 15.6 12 42.9 0 0.0 0.002* 0.200

No 81 84.4 16 57.1 9 100.0

First/second-degree relative with
breast or ovarian cancer

Yes 13 13.5 12 42.9 0 0.0 0.0007*

No 83 86.5 16 57.1 0 0.0

First/second-degree relative < 50
years with breast or ovarian cancer

< 0.0001*

Yes 6 6.3 12 42.9 0 0.0

No 90 93.7 16 57.1 0 0.0

*P < 0.005
aOne patient had both CHEK2 and NBN mutations. One patient had mutations in both BRCA1 and NBN genes. These mutations are counted as
independent conditions

Bolded are statistically significant values
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of unselected ovarian cancer cases [8, 25]. Verifying that
deficiencies in homologous recombination pathway are
central in ovarian carcinogenesis, high frequency of muta-
tions was also reported in genes including CHEK2, ATM,
NBN, PALB2, RAD50 andMRE11A [28]. The most frequent
deleterious mutations after BRCA1 and BRCA2 in our study
were found in NBN (3/131, 2.3%). This gene has been
described as moderately penetrant for breast cancer, but
most data on its penetrability and associations was obtained
for specific 657del5, mutation frequently found in people of
Slavic origin [29, 30]. Two out of three mutations we
detected in NBN were precisely 657del5 mutations which
was somewhat expected since Serbian population is of
Slavic origin. Even though it was previously reported that
NBN is unlikely to contribute substantially to OC risk [9]
this does not change the fact that it accounts for a proportion
of EOC cases in Serbia. Besides NBN, we also detected
deleterious mutations in BRIP1, RAD51C and CHEK2
(1.9% for each gene). BRIP1 was previously shown to
confer 2.6 times higher risk for OC [9] while RAD51C
confers even up to 5 time higher risk for OC [31]. We
previously showed the lack of deleterious mutations in
RAD51C in hereditary breast cancer in Serbia [32], but
current results encourage us to make further efforts in
defining RAD51C mutation spectra in OC in this popula-
tion. There are conflicting reports regarding CHEK2 and its
association with OC. Some studies report that there is no
significant contribution [33] while others say that common
variants at 22q12.1 are in fact associated with risk of serous
OC which puts CHEK2 as a plausible target susceptibility
gene [34]. We detected two missense I157T CHEK2
mutations in our cohort. This missense mutation was
associated with increased breast cancer risk among
Finnish, Polish and German populations with a frequency of
2.2%-7.4% [35, 36]. Interestingly, this particular mutation
was at first associated with ovarian cystadenomas, border-
line ovarian tumors, and low-grade invasive cancers but not
high-grade OC [37]. Our study implies that the association
of this missense mutation in CHEK2 with HGSOC patho-
genesis should be further investigated.

Two patients in our cohort had more than one pathogenic
mutation. Patient with both CHEK2 and NBN mutations
(missense and frameshift respectively) was diagnosed with
stage IV of EOC in the age of 63 and had no previous
family history of malignant diseases. Patient with both
BRCA1 and NBN mutations (nonsense and splice-site
respectively) had similar characteristics. She was diag-
nosed with stage III EOC in the age of 69 and had no
previous family history of malignant diseases. We com-
pared the phenotypes of these patients with those who had
only one mutation in either CHEK2 or NBN. There were no
apparent phenotypic differences between the patient that
had only one CHEK2 missense mutation and the patient

who had additional NBN frameshift mutation. The only
difference was that the patient with CHEK2 only mutation
had slightly earlier age of onset of EOC (in the age of 49).
We had similar results comparing patient with BRCA1 and
NBN mutations and the patient with only NBN mutation.
Patient with frameshift NBN mutation only, was diagnosed
with stage III OC in the age of 74 and had no family history
of malignant diseases. In all of these cases, it seems that
additional NBN mutation did not have significant effect on
the age of disease onset. However, in order to investigate
the precise role of NBN as the modifier of penetrability it
will be necessary to collect more cases with these rare,
specific genotypes and the same mutation types so proper
conclusions can be drawn.

Family history of breast and/or ovarian cancers is a well-
established criterion for genetic testing. It is shown that the
prevalence of BRCA1/2 mutations is higher among those
who have affected relatives (mean probability 26.4% (95%
CI 20.5-32.3)) [5]. On the other hand, it has been reported
that the mean probability of finding germline BRCA1/2
mutations in OC patients without a positive family history is
significantly lower- 6.2% (95% CI 3.2–9.1) [38]. Personal
medical history also plays important role in this calculation.
It was shown in the studies by Pal et al. [39] and Alsop et al.
[22] that there is a significant association of carrier prob-
ability with personal history of breast cancer. Personal
medical history predicted for BRCA1/2 mutations in our
study as well (p= 0.031), showing higher frequency of
mutations among those who had either bilateral disease or
both ovarian and breast cancers compared to those who
have been diagnosed with ovarian cancer only. This result
was similar with the previously published data indicating
bilateral disease and the existence of breast cancer together
with ovarian cancer as important criteria for genetic testing
[39, 40]. However, this was not the case for mutations in
other genes in our study (p= 0.401).

Besides personal medical history, family history was a
strong predictor for BRCA1/2 carrier probability in our
study as well. Those patients that had at least one first or
second-degree relative with breast or ovarian cancer and
those patients with at least one first or second-degree rela-
tive < 50 years with breast or ovarian cancer had higher
frequency of BRCA1/2 mutations compared to those with-
out family history (p= 0.0007, p < 0.0001 respectively). Of
12 mutations detected among these patients, 11 (91.7%)
were in BRCA1, while only 1 (8.3%) was in BRCA2. All
patients with positive family history and detected BRCA1/2
mutations came from families with at least one first or
second-degree relative diagnosed with breast or ovarian
cancer before the age of 50. Even though these results
somewhat concur with previous reports, our study also
shows that negative family history will not safely exclude
all germline BRCA1/2 mutations and that more than 10% of
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BRCA1/2 mutation carriers would not be identified if this
criterion would have been strictly applied. In addition, all
mutations we detected in other genes were found in patients
that had no family history of cancers. Thus, family history
should still be the indicator of mutation carrier probability
in HGSOC in Serbia but it should not be a restricting factor
for including patients in genetic screening.

Age of onset of OC is an important criterion for genetic
counseling and testing. It was shown that the highest
probability of finding germline BRCA1/2 mutations was in
OC patients diagnosed with the disease between the ages 40
and 50 (mean 19.7% (95% CI 15.1-24.3)) followed by the
age group between 50 and 60 (mean 14.8% (95% CI 7.8-
21.7)). In women with OC and younger than 40, mutations
were less frequent (10% (95% CI 3.2-16.9)). The frequency
was less than 10% for those older than 60 [8, 41, 42]. In our
study cohort, on the other hand, patients who were younger
than 45 had the highest number of deleterious mutations.
All mutations that we detected in this age group were found
in BRCA1 (38.4% (95% CI 20.2–59.4)). Frequency
of BRCA1 mutations decreased with the age in the groups
45-60 and more than 60 years (16.4 and 8% respectively).
BRCA2 mutations were the most frequent in the 45-60 years
age group- 7.3% (95%CI 2.0–17.6), which indicates that
BRCA2 mutation carriers hardly differ from women with
sporadic OC. Mutations in other genes were found only in
OC patients older than 60 years of age in our cohort. Our
results show that the age criterion is important for predicting
BRCA1 mutations in HGSOC. However, this criterion, as
well as family history, should only be taken as indicator of
carrier probability since its strict application will result in
not identifying germline BRCA2 mutations as well as
mutations in other OC susceptibility genes such as BRIP1,
NBN, RAD51C and CHEK2. We also found more mutations
in BRCA1/2 genes in premenopausal women (p= 0.004)
which was in accordance with the younger age of the
mutation carriers.

In conclusion, applying the existent referral criteria for
genetic testing such as the age of onset and personal/family
history of breast and ovarian cancers will help to identify
potential BRCA1/2 mutation carriers in HGSOC in Serbia.
However, restricting genetic testing to those who fulfill
these criteria might result in not identifying a subset of
germline BRCA2 mutation carriers as well as carriers of
mutations in other OC susceptibility genes (BRIP1, NBN,
RAD51C and CHEK2). The lack of predictive factors for
mutations in other cancer susceptibility genes presents a
challenge in identifying these carriers in OC in Serbia. Until
better predictors emerge, the results of our study show that
we should be more careful in defining criteria for genetic
testing and that it will be necessary to continue performing
wider genetic testing of OC, outside these criteria, in order
to define population specific gene panel. Future studies

should be focused on the clinical follow up of these patients
in order to identify the value of detected genetic variations
in terms of disease prognosis and prediction to therapy.
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